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Have you got a memory
of barrow Hill in
steam or diesel days?

From the Manager
Welcome to the last Barrow
Hill Newsletter of 2013.

Do you have photographs of the
depot which we could use in future
issues of the Newsletter?

I would like to start with mention of
the very sad news of the death of Pete
Crawley. One of our long standing
members Pete was a regular contributor
to the Roundhouse Newsletter and
attended virtually every event. He
regularly telephoned me to advise of
the passing through Clay Cross of the
various locomotives on their way to the
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Roundhouse. He will be sadly missed by
all and our sincere condolences go to his
family.

it is to be hosting the two expatriate
A4s - Dwight D Eisenhower and Dominion of
Canada - at the Roundhouse (plus A4 4464
Bittern, two Deltics and, on the Friday, an
HST). Let’s hope the snow holds off as I
am sure this will be another superb event.
Please tell everyone about it!

On a positive note 2013 has been another
fantastic year with considerable growth
and success in all our various activities, an
example being “Barrow Hill Live!” which
was an even greater success than we could
have hoped for.

Finally, I would like to wish you all a very
merry Christmas and a prosperous New
Year. Thank you for all your support in 2013
and I look forward to seeing you at Barrow
Hill in 2014 which I am confident will be
another excellent year!
Mervyn Allcock
December 2013

We are now planning our first event of
2014 which is “East Coast Giants” on 8th
and 9th February 2014.You will find further
information on the event in this Newsletter
but I would like to say what an honour
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chairman’s chinwag
Finance is another crucially important
matter. At each meeting Nigel Atkinson, our
Treasurer, gives us an update on how we
are doing financially. Sometimes it will deal
with the financial results of the latest galas,
and on a couple of occasions each year we
look at our proposed capital spending for
the next two to three years. We also deal
with specific proposals for spending money,
hopefully already identified in the Capital
Programme, but we have to have flexibility
to allow for unseen financial eventualities.
All the time we make sure that we live
within our means, and Nigel is very good at
ensuring we do, as an organisation having a
combined turnover of £250,000.

The sad news of the death of
Pete Crawley (whose obituary
appears later in the Newsletter) is a
reminder of how much the Society
owes to the early members, whose
commitment to the work of the
Society, when it was by no means
obvious how things would pan out,
gave a superb foundation to the
current success.
In my last article I said that I wanted to
give you some indication of the work
that the Committee does. We meet on
a monthly basis, occasionally to plan a
specific event, but usually to consider
the ordinary business of the Society.
Agendas are pretty full, but two subjects
are considered at every meeting: Health
& Safety, and Financial Matters, and this
reflects how important they both are.

An issue which will take an increasing
amount of our time is Accreditation. This
is what I call our Ofsted inspection, which
is now carried out by the Arts Council
England. This covers all aspects of the
Society. The first section deals with how
we manage the Society’s affairs, what is
called its governance. The second section
deals with how we manage and look after
the Society’s historical collection, and the
third section covers how we look after our
visitors. We have to meet the standard in
all three sections, otherwise we could lose
our Accredited Status, and with it eligibility
for a whole series of grants.

Health & Safety is crucial to an
organisation such as ours. We must ensure
the safety of our staff, our volunteers, our
tenants and our visitors. We are fortunate
in having Simon Hartshorne as our paid
Health & Safety adviser. He presents a
report to each meeting dealing with issues
that have arisen during the past month,
and with proposals for ensuring that we
maintain the necessary high standards. In
November we approved his proposals for
a Rule Book to enhance our existing Safety
Management System (SMS). Although not a
legal requirement, many heritage railways
use Rule Books, and feedback from recent
assessments suggested that having our own
at Barrow Hill was a significant benefit. The
Rule Book will be distributed and briefed
to working members early in the New Year.

Part of the governance section is
concerned with our Forward Plan setting
out what we hope to do over the next
five to ten years. This is currently being
drafted and we aim to get the views of the
membership on this before we finalise it.
A big part of this will deal with proposals
to take the Society on its next major
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HEADLINE NEWS
leap forward, for which we hope to win
a million pound grant from the Heritage
Lottery Fund. The views of members on
this are crucial so more on this in future
editions.

– and add to the range of facilities on
site to encourage further growth in the
commercial business.
We have now decided to install a
fuelling point which will serve our own
requirements, those of our tenants and
locomotive owners and also the wider
industry on our doorstep. Work will
commence in the New Year.

For now it only remains to wish you all a
Merry Christmas and another happy and
successful New Year, and I hope to see
some of you at the Christmas Social.

The end of an era

Mike Kennedy
Chairman, BHESS

Visitors to the Roundhouse may have
noticed the gradual reduction in activity on
the neighbouring brickyard site. It closed
earlier this year and over the summer and
autumn the buildings, including the kilns,
have been demolished. In late November
we received the news that demolition of
the chimneys was planned and by the time
you read this they will probably have gone
for ever.

East Midlands in Bloom
In Headline News in the last Newsletter
we reported the visit to the Roundhouse
on 8th July of the judges of East Midlands
in Bloom. They were visiting Staveley
to judge the town’s entry in this year’s
competition. In September Graeme
Challands, Town Clerk of Staveley Town
Council, contacted the Roundhouse to
advise that Staveley had been awarded a
Silver in the Town Category – their best
ever result in the competition. Staveley
also received a Judges Award for fund
raising to support local heritage. This was
a great result and we are very pleased to
have been involved. Now we must aim to
help Graeme to do even better next year
– Silver Gilt or even Gold!

A very sad day indeed as they have
featured in many photographs taken at
the Roundhouse for over 100 years. On a
positive note, it means a whole new set of
photographs can now be taken with a new
backdrop!
We are also in the process of obtaining
some girders from the demolished
buildings which will form the supports for
a second level floor in the water tower. So
a part of the brickyard will survive at the
Roundhouse.

New Fuelling Point
In Newslines in the last Newsletter
mention was made of the GBRF Class
66 which was coming in every week for
fuelling. The Barrow Hill team has been
looking at the business case for installing
a fuelling point to meet a growing demand
5

HEADLINE NEWS

continued...

Mervyn and Eddie Wilkinson were given
permission to enter the brickyard prior to the
chimneys’ demolition and these photographs,
taken by Mervyn, provide an enduring record
of its last days.
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newslines
Pit Refurbishment
After many years of sterling service we
have decided to commence a programme
of pit refurbishment. The reason for this is
that many are showing signs of old age and
need renewing before next year’s event
season starts in earnest. Our resident
joiner, Eddie, is therefore taking one pit at
a time and checking for timber bearers and
boards that need replacing and installing
a vent at either end to ensure sufficient
ventilation in the pit to give the timbers a
longer life.
With the cab removed
the intricate detail of the
boiler backplate of 60163
Tornado can be seen.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock

Tornado’s Winter
Overhaul
The Roundhouse was pleased to welcome
Tornado to Barrow Hill in late November.
The locomotive will remain here for
several months whilst it undergoes its
annual winter maintenance programme. At
the time of writing the tender has been
split from the locomotive and the cab has
been removed. As all the work is taking
place in the Roundhouse, visitors will be
able to view progress every weekend from
a safe distance. It is hoped the locomotive
will be back in one piece in time for “East
Coast Giants”.

• Class 40 D212 (bogie repairs now
complete and air tanks re-fitted)
• Class 37 37057 (its complete
refurbishment into BR green is
progressing well)
• Class 56 56006 (radiator element
repairs)
• Class 58 58016 (complete engine
rebuild)
• Class 45 45060 (ongoing long-term
restoration)
• Class 26 26007 (ongoing maintenance)
• Class 33 33111 (winter maintenance and
remedial repairs)

Work on other
locomotives in the
Roundhouse

The Class 84 and 85 electrics have both
received complete repaints. In the steam
department Vulcan has joined our team
of working resident steam locomotives
and work is progressing on the Austerity,
Swanscombe and Manning Wardle 1795.

Considerable work continues on many
of the locomotives in and around the
Roundhouse including:
• Class 40 D213 (major bogie overhaul)
7
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continued...

Martyn Ashworth

After little more than an almost
unnoticeable ‘clunk’ 37372 passed into
history and the appearance of D5910
moved a step closer.

At the end of such a busy year - and
with more events to look forward to in
2014 - special mention must be made of
Martyn Ashworth, who works tirelessly
on behalf of Barrow Hill to provide
many of the visiting steam locomotives
as well as ensure those resident at the
Roundhouse are prepared for events,
organising footplate crews and making
sure everything is in place to help the
Barrow Hill team put on a fantastic show
for our visitors. He also aids and abets
Mervyn in coming up with new themes
and ideas for future galas. But his talents
don’t end there as he also provides the
comprehensive steam locomotive reports
that are a feature of many Newsletters.
He was part of the team that has
put Vulcan back in steam and is now
concentrating his efforts doing the same
with the Austerity and Swanscombe.

Two weeks later, having removed large
portions of the underframe and bodyside
frame, the two halves of the nascent Baby
Deltic were attached to a pair of ‘Tirfor’
winches and the process of drawing the
body together was begun. A total of
1310mm has to be removed from the
Class 37 body to achieve the correct
dimensions for a Class 23 bogie centre
distance, at the time of writing around
800mm has been done with the remainder
to be completed – and the loco welded
together again – early in 2014.
Please see our website
www.thebabydelticproject.co.uk to keep
abreast of progress as it happens.

Class 23 ‘Baby Deltic’
A significant moment in the
project to re-create a Baby Deltic
locomotive took place in late
October in the Roundhouse.
After several weeks of preparation and
planning, the donor loco (37372) was
separated into two halves in order to
facilitate the shortening of the body. With
the locomotive supported on its bogies at
the cab ends and on a bespoke frame at
the centre, Baby Deltic Project members
worked to remove body skin and
framework before making the major cuts
in the two longitudinal frame sections.
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An apology and
correction
Our sincere apologies to Alastair Allan who
provided the photograph of 71001 which
appeared on page 10 of Newsletter 42. This
was incorrectly credited to Dave Darwin.
71001 (ex E5001) outside the test shed
on 27th August 1974 after a major overhaul, probably its last in service with BR.
Photo: Alastair Allan

(Left) Originally a gap
measuring 875mm, this has
now been reduced to 75mm
after cutting and pulling
together.
Photo: Baby Deltic Project

(Above) Mallard on the turntable
at “Barrow Hill Live!”
Photo: Alexa Stott
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Events update
Saturday 28th and
Sunday 29th September
- “Barrow Hill Live!
celebrating Doncaster
160”

lots of people coming through the gates
over the following two days mentioned
seeing us on TV.

The last two weeks in September proved
to be very busy ones for the Roundhouse’s
intrepid team!

In an amusing post script to the story, Tom
was also present at “Barrow Hill Live!”
over the weekend in his alternative guise
as a leading light in the Great Central
Railway’s project to reinstate their main
line link – “Bridge to the Future” – which
will see the rebuilding of the bridge over
the Midland Main Line just to the south of
Loughborough Station. However, all that
visitors to his stand wanted to talk about
was Look North – oh the price of fame.

Much effort was of course focused on
preparations for our biggest event of
2013 – “Barrow Hill Live!” However, the
previous weekend saw the Roundhouse
once again hosting The A1 Steam
Locomotive Trust’s annual convention and,
for the first time, a separate event for the
Trust’s younger supporters – the Tornado
Team. In the week before “Barrow Hill
Live!” Tornado also took part in some
driver experience courses and then on the
Friday evening, just as we were all about to
head home for a well-earned rest ahead
of what we knew would be a very busy
weekend came THE phone call. “Hello,
it’s Tom [Ingall] here. Ummm, Ed [the
cameraman] and I were supposed to be
covering a story here in South Yorkshire
but it’s not happening and so we thought
we’d come to you instead. Any chance
you can line up Mallard and Tornado for
us? We’ll be there in half an hour and live
on air in three quarters of an hour. OK?”
Prime time coverage on the BBC at tea
time the day before the event? We weren’t
likely to say “no” were we! Everyone set
to work with a vengeance and by the time
Tom and Ed arrived we were ready and
Mervyn, slightly nervous, was miked up.
Needless to say, it was the best advert for
the event we could have wished for and

Anyway, back to “Barrow Hill Live!” and
what a weekend we had. The event
The B1 takes a break from
passenger service duties
at the top of the yard as
Tornado approaches.
Photo: Alexa Stott
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nearly 50 years and quite literally – on TV
and at the event itself – stole the show!
The other attraction of “Barrow Hill Live!”
was of course the model railway layouts.
We are very grateful to The Little Midland
Society – and in particular Dave Roberts
and his team of volunteers – for all their
work in organising the layouts and looking
after the exhibitors and demonstrators
during the weekend. For the first time, we
awarded two trophies:
A young visitor enjoys one
of the model layouts.
Photo: Alexa Stott

exceeded even our highest expectations
with nearly 5,000 visitors. The star of
the show was of course A4 4468 Mallard
celebrating the 75th anniversary of its
world record-breaking speed run in July
1938. Mallard lined up alongside Tornado,
giving people their first opportunity to
see the blue A4 alongside the blue A1.
Completing the line-up and making a
welcome return to the Roundhouse after
the completion of its recent overhaul was
the B1 61264 in disguise as 61002 Impala.
There were of course plenty of other
locomotives on display, most of them with
a Doncaster connection in celebration of
the other anniversary we were marking –
160 years of Doncaster Works.
Did I say that Mallard was the star of the
show? Well, the A4 was certainly billed
as that. However, there was one engine
at the Roundhouse which clearly had not
read the script. Less than 24 hours after
receiving its boiler certificate Vulcan made
its first public appearance in steam for

•

The Best Layout voted for by visitors to
“Barrow Hill Live!” which was won by
SEABURY TOWN & PRESERVATION
SOCIETY (an 0 Gauge layout based on
an LMS theme which also has what is
believed to be the ‘World’s Smallest’
model railway layout.)

•

The Best Layout voted for by the
“Barrow Hill Live!” team which went
to HASSELL HARBOUR BRIDGE (a
very large 0 Gauge layout from the
Pre-Grouping era which could be
viewed from all sides).

The British Transport Police were among several
special guests, with their level crossing safety
campaign creating much interest amongst visitors.
Photo: Alexa Stott
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continued...

The East Midlands Trains shuttle service
once again proved popular, not only with
those who used the trains to get to the
event but also with those who decided
they fancied a trip to Chesterfield as an
added attraction to their day.
Together with the steam train rides up the
Springwell Branch, the brake van rides in
the yard and the ride-on train, the site was
a hive of activity and many visitors, loaded
down with goodies from the various trade
stands, said what wonderful value for money
the event was.

Yet another way to
take a train ride at
Barrow Hill!
Photo: Alexa Stott

and a Fowler – and Andrew Bigland’s
traction engine and a selection of classic
cars. Barrow Hill decided to contribute by
running trains up the Springwell branch.
These trains were top and tailed with the
Peckett and the Class 03.

October Event
Our resident steam road roller owner,
Laurie Fletcher, decided to hold his 50th
birthday party at Barrow Hill on 19th
and 20th October. This involved inviting
friends with their road rollers – an Aveling

Many hours of hard work by exhibitors had gone into creating the intricate
details of the model layouts that appeared at “Barrow Hill Live!” this year.
Photo: Alexa Stott
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A line up of vintage cars at
the October birthday event
Photo: Mervyn Allcock

The whole weekend was a pleasant event
with Laurie celebrating in the evening with
his friends, a band, a barbecue and a barrel
(or two) of the local Brampton ale!

to late fifties. Part 2 will be a look at the
train arrangements for the visit of Queen
Victoria to Sheffield in 1897.
20th February - Robin Mathams Railways Between the Wars
A selection of photographs from the
Moseley Collection of the Sutton
Coldfield Railway Society, the images
having been painstakingly restored from
prints.

Over the course of the weekend £168
was raised for Water Aid – a charity which
sinks wells all over the world with the aim
of giving everyone fresh water by 2020.

Members Evenings in
2014

20th March - P.S.O.V. - Mainline 2013
We are pleased to welcome Karl
Jauncey and Dave Richards back to
the Roundhouse for their annual DVD
presentation. As always this will be a top
quality production of steam hard at work
on the national network throughout the
country during 2013.

Once again Paul Beardsley has
put together a fascinating series
of talks to inform and entertain
members in 2014.
16th January - Ted Hancock - An
Evening With Ted Hancock
We start the 2014 programme with a
two part show. Part 1 will be a selection
of pictures from the camera of the late
Ken Boulter, a Sheffield optician and
prolific photographer of the railway scene
around Sheffield, and further afield, in
the steam era consisting of black and
white shots taken from the late thirties

17th April - Glynn Waite - The
Midland Railway
A look at the history of this well-known
company, with a particular emphasis on
Derbyshire.
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Events update

continued...
memory and includes images from his
early photographic years, the sixties and
seventies.

15th May - Keith Marshall - The
Journey Home From Skye
Following Keith’s excellent presentation
in 2013 he makes a welcome return
with another Scottish selection, this time
concentrating on the eastern side of the
country, predominantly diesels in the late
eighties and early nineties, covering the
Far North line, the Highlands, Aberdeen
and Edinburgh areas.

21st August - Colin Boocock - 1,000
Eggs on a Bicycle!
The show consists largely of railway
photographs taken in every year since
1947, the year Colin first started railway
photography. There is a huge range of
railway content, all types of trains in
all sorts of places in the UK and other
countries. As for the bizarre title, you will
have to wait and see!

19th June - Robert Falconer - British
Steam
A two part show depicting preserved
British steam, both on the main line and
at heritage railways, in many parts of the
country. Part 1 will include scenes from
the eighties and early nineties, whilst part
2 will show the run up to the digital era
with scenes from around 2005 to 2010/11.

18th September - GB Productions Steaming Through Britain
We are pleased to welcome back Graham
Briggs and the team to present another
DVD show of preserved steam at work
throughout Britain, both on the national
network and at many of the country’s
heritage lines.

17th July - Andy Barclay - Peter Fox
Collection – The Early Years
Peter Fox passed away on 8th February,
2011. He is probably best known in
enthusiast circles for the creation of
Platform 5 Publications, along with Neil
Webster, initially producing the Motive
Power Pocket Book.

16th October - Les Nixon - A
Lifetime of Railway Photography
Les will again present another wide ranging
selection from his renowned collection of
photographs covering all modes of traction
at home and abroad.

On similar lines to the Ian Allan
publications, this provided a whole host
of new and up-to-date information. Such
was the success that other Pocket Books
followed and are still published today.

20th November - Stewart Donohoe A Brush with Sir Nigel
A look at each of the 100 class 60
locomotives built, along with each of their
same numbered steam counterparts.

In his memory Grand Central HST
Power Car 43484 was named Peter
Fox 1942-2011 Platform 5, at Sheffield
Midland’s platform 5 on 15th May, 2011.
Tonight’s show is presented in Peter’s

18th December - Christmas Social
Wait and see!
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Streamliner years’. Owned by Graham
Nicholas this is a large (33’ x 17’) OOgauge exhibition layout. It will be running
a model of every one of the original 35
LNER A4 Pacifics to coincide with the visit
of 60008 and 4489.

“East CoaST Giants” on
8th and 9th February
2014
Barrow Hill is extremely proud to present
this once in a lifetime opportunity to
see A4 4489 Dominion of Canada and A4
60008 Dwight D Eisenhower in the genuine
working engine shed environment of the
Roundhouse site before their return to
their respective homes in Canada and the
United States. The event will also star
more Pacific power in the shape of A4
4464 Bittern, A1 60163 Tornado and A2
60532 Blue Peter. The Deltics D9009 and
55 019 will complete this once-in-a-lifetime
line-up.

Mark Allatt, Chairman of The A1 Steam
Locomotive Trust, has agreed to make
available his collection of 35 LNER liveried
A4s (as featured in Model Rail magazine
earlier this year). Together with other
appropriate stock for the era, the layout
will be operated so that each A4 will run
on the layout at least once on each day.
The celebrations of the visit will extend
beyond the two public days as the
Roundhouse events team have arranged
two additional opportunities to see the
A4s. The first, on Thursday 6th February is
a day and night photo charter led by Russ
Hillier who can be contacted on 07831
217061 for further details.

The visit of the two expatriate A4s
cements Barrow Hill’s reputation as one of
the premier preserved railway destinations
in Great Britain as it joins an exclusive
club – the only other two members being
the National Railway Museum at York and
its sister museum at Shildon – that has had
the honour of hosting all six surviving A4s
at its events.

The second, on Friday 7th February,
is a UK Railtours HST rail tour from
London which will come right into the
Roundhouse site where passengers will be
able to alight at the Roundhouse platform
for an exclusive preview of the event.
The rail tour has already almost sold out,
demonstrating just how important an
event this will be.

Our thanks go to Exporail, the Canadian
Railway Museum in Montreal, Quebec,
and the National Railroad Museum in
Green Bay, Wisconsin, for allowing 4489
and 60008 to visit the Roundhouse. And
of course to our friends at the National
Railway Museum at York for helping to
facilitate the visit by recommending that
the two North American museums accept
our invitation.

On 8th and 9th February the event will
open to the general public from 10.00am
to 4.00pm. However, those holding advance
tickets will be able to enter the show at
9.30am.

Another unique feature of the event
will be the debut of ‘Grantham – the
15
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Barrow Hill members who wish to
purchase tickets should ring the Ticket
Factory number below and quote their
membership number and post code. The
Ticket Factory team has been given this
information and will be able to sell you
tickets at the special Member’s rate.

Tickets for the event are now on
sale through:
www.theticketfactory.com or by
telephoning 0844 338 8000.

Ticket prices:
Advance Tickets
From The
Ticket Factory*
Adult
£11.50
Barrow Hill Member
£9.00
Children aged 5-15**
£6.00
(under 5s free entry)
Family
£31.00
(2 adults and 2 children)

On The
Day
Tickets
£13.50
£11.00
£7.00
£34.00

*A £1 booking fee per transaction is also payable.
**All children must be accompanied by an adult.

Other Dates for the
diary in 2014
We are already hard at work planning
our other events for next year and here
are some dates for your shiny new 2014
diaries:
16th and 17th May sees the return of Rail
Ale, which as many of you know is the
most atmospheric beer festival of them all,
celebrating its 13th year with over 200 real
ales on offer, not to mention another 70
plus ciders and perries, fruit wines, bottled
beers from around the world and a great
selection of live music, steam trains and
chilli chocolate!

“Barrow Hill Live!” will return in
September with its popular mix of the
best in model railway layouts in all gauges
alongside their 12” to the foot steam,
diesel and electric counterparts.
More detailed and up-to-date information
on all these events will of course appear
on the Barrow Hill website and on our
Facebook page (follow Barrow Hill
Roundhouse Railway Centre) and Twitter
(@barrowhill41).

On 28th and 29th June, we will once again
be holding our Roundhouse Open Days in
association with Chesterfield Canal, giving
visitors young and old a chance to explore
and celebrate the industrial transport
heritage of the local area with train rides
and canal boat trips.
16

Dave Darwin Remembers...

Totley Tunnel
Visitors to the Roundhouse café
may wonder what connection a sign
for Totley Tunnel has with Barrow
Hill?
This sign was rescued when it was being
replaced by a more modern sign, by one of
our members Howard Ward from nearby
Bamford.
The tunnel is on the Hope Valley line
from Sheffield to Manchester, a line which
Barrow Hill crews worked on workings
to Earles Sidings, Hope, Gowhole Sidings,
New Mills, Cheadle and Heaton Mersey.
Over 3½ miles long, in steam days it
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was a real challenge to any train crew
working heavy freight trains, slipping on
the continuously wet rails and thick with
smoke from previous trains, all the time
continuing to fire their own locos. Crews
were glad to reach the end, often having
struggled for over 30 minutes.
Putting the sign over the fireplace at
Barrow Hill is a most appropriate place
for what at times can be a little Dante’s
inferno! And it is a fitting tribute to the
Barrow Hill crews who had to endure this
very difficult tunnel.
From Totley to Barrow Hill, the sign on display in
the cafe at the Roundhouse. Photo: Dave Darwin

Dave Darwin Remembers... continued...
Some men took a bit of waking up but the
regular Caller Up carried a few pebbles in
his pocket to throw at bedroom windows.
I am told that at some sheds the Caller Up
went around with a long pole to tap on
the windows. In the absence of the regular
Caller Up a cleaner would be used, not
a very popular choice of jobs, especially
in the war years of the 1940s tramping
around the darkened streets looking
for door numbers in the dead of night
and woe betide him if he got the wrong
house! In those days, drivers were well
paid gentlemen and with the long hours
they worked, especially in World War Two,
became very wealthy and bought houses in
better class areas.

The Caller Up
In the early days of Barrow Hill Shed (it
was always known as the shed), before
the widespread use of alarm clocks and
radios, footplate men on early turns of
duty would be roused from their slumbers
by the Caller Up or Knocker Up. This
was a shed staff worker who would be
given a watch and use of a company bike,
along with a list of men to be called, by the
Running Foreman.
Men on duty between midnight and
6.00am would need to be called one hour
before their shift started. Footplate men
had to live within a two mile radius of the
shed to be in the calling up area. Most
lived at Barrow Hill in the railway cottages
built by the Midland Railway for their
staff. The three rows of terraced houses,
named Midland, Alport and Traffic Terrace
are still in use today but are now in private
ownership. They are much modernised
from the old days with outside toilets and
tin baths hanging on the wall, fetched in
on bath night, but they did have electricity
supplied from the nearby Staveley Works
which generated its own supply.

Calling up finished in the late 1940s but
the position of Caller Up was retained for
advising loco men of a change of duty, still
using an ancient company bicycle. As a
passed cleaner myself, the Caller Up was
a welcome sight as a firing turn would be
coming my way and with it the extra pay.
But it might also mean you could not turn
up for a date with the girlfriend!
15th May 1959, and
although calling
up had long since
finished, a certain
D Darwin was the
recipient of a message
about a change of
duty, delivered by the
Caller Up.
Photo: Dave Darwin

. . .CONTINUED ON PAGe 23
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A special day and night photo charter,
organised by Neil Cave, took place on 26th
September, just before “Barrow Hill Live!”
Photos: Neil Cave
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Picture This. . .

A4 4468 Mallard the star of the show.
Photos: Fred Kerr

The best entries will be published in the next Newsletter.
Please email your suggestions to Alexa at alexa@alexastott.com

B1 61264 aka 61002 Impala waits as the East Midlands Trains’
shuttle heads back to Chesterfield.
Photo: Fred Kerr
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Captio
compe n
tition
time!

Dave Darwin Remembers... continued...
most drivers did have a watch of their
own, usually some expensive pocket watch
on a chain in their waistcoat pocket.
These were purchased from Top Jewellers,
which advertised in the loco man’s union
magazine.

Time
Before the coming of the 24 hour clock
(1966) loco men signed on and off duty on
a weekly time card. A dot . was used to
signify am and a slash / for pm, for example
8.0 am and 8/0 pm. Any mistakes on the
card would be ringed in red ink by the time
keeper as our wages were calculated from
this so a careful check was kept on times
entered.

On a freight train going uphill some drivers
would, on passing a certain point, pull
out their watches and consult them and
perhaps give the loco a bit more steam,
making the fireman work even harder but
going downhill when time keeping was in
his hands with the braking it never came
out!

Railway men have always been clock
watchers by the nature of the job. ‘Are
we on overtime pay yet?’ was the usual
interest when working a late running
freight train. Staveley drivers were never
issued with a company watch; only when
they got a long service award or, in modern
times with the advent of DOO (Driver
Only Operated) trains, were they issued
with a wrist watch. The guard was the
official time keeper, both passenger and
freight, and he was supplied with a pocket
watch. To keep his records up to date

Church, station and some signal box clocks
would be noted, and if a train was losing
time and not going very well, possibly
delaying other trains, some signal men
would come to the box door holding up
their box clock as if to say ‘time to get a
move on’
Dave Darwin

A big thank you goes to Dave and our other regular contributors,
including Phil Hodgkiss,Vignoles and Sprawk, for their efforts
with pen and paper or keyboard and mouse.

We would also like to hear stories
from other contributors.
We know there must be many out there!
Please get in touch with Alexa Stott by post: Barrow Hill Roundhouse,
Campbell Drive, Barrow Hill, Chesterfield, Derbyshire S43 2PR.
Or email: alexa@alexastott.com
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DPS REPORT
The total cost of GSM-R came out at a
staggering £43,000 and has been wholly
funded by the DPS out of subscriptions,
donations and other income.

The last time I wrote an update
for the Barrow Hill Roundhouse
Newsletter, it had been a busy time
with D9009 returning to the main
line . . .

D9009 has also had much other work
undertaken during the period to try to
keep it in top condition. We have had
the engine governor refurbished and the
silencers have been taken out, refurbished
and re-lagged following a little exhaust fire
incident during the first main line tour in
July 2012 (something Deltics are famous
for).

There had been the big issue of installation
of GSM-R (the new Network Rail radio
system) to the locomotive to enable it
continue to head out onto the network.
Since that time a lot has happened and this
article tries to bring the story up to date.
Well – D9009 is out on the main line
and 2013 has been hectic with tours in
April from Crewe to Edinburgh, followed
by a run from Edinburgh to London
Kings’ Cross in early June, a tour from
Birmingham to Penzance in late June
and numerous convoy moves around
the country in connection with heritage
railway diesel galas.

A great asset to the volunteer has been
Real Time Trains (www.realtimetrains.
co.uk) which has enabled tracking of
special and light engine movements across
the UK in real time. No more standing in a
cold wet field wondering where that train
you want to photograph has got to and on
a serious note, a real asset to volunteers
involved in moving the locomotive around
the UK.

GSM-R was fitted in April over at the
East Lancs Railway in Bury and is a
temperamental piece of equipment which
has needed a bit of tweaking. As I said
last time it is not easy fitting modern
technology to a heritage locomotive. Even
though Deltic 55022 Royal Scots Grey
owned by Beaver Sports was the first in
class to be fitted, there were complications
because D9009 Alycidon’s system had
design differences due to the loco still
having quarter lights in the cab windows
(part of the new kit has to sit adjacent to
the driver’s window in the cab) and the
second difference surrounded the position
of equipment in the boiler area due to
the different configurations of 55022 and
D9009.

One thing that is perhaps not appreciated
is the time commitment of main line
running. Preparation time, fitness to run
exams and logistics of hotels and transport
for riding fitters on the journey itself are
time-consuming and complex. Moves to
galas are particularly difficult as the loco
invariably ends at a different place to
the starting point and this means those
involved have to get home – usually by
train and often at antisocial times.
Another thing is the difficulty in getting
fuel. In the days of British Rail you just
turned up at a fuelling point and topped
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up. Not any more. For example, we were
at Crewe in April and there is no fuelling
point at all. We were in Penzance in June
and First Great Western would not let us
visit their depot for fuel. A tanker had to
be booked with all the associated logistics.

achieved and the only slight incident was
a kamikaze pheasant which decided to
throw itself in front of D9009 between
Durham and Newcastle in April smashing
the head code blinds and leaving a rather
sticky mess in the nose end to deal with.

D9009 has performed wonderfully well
up to now and readers may have seen
some of the reports in the railway press.
100mph running has regularly been

Just one example of the main line runs
was “The Elizabethan” from Edinburgh to
London Kings’ Cross.

D9009 ready to depart
Edinburgh on 11th June,
with “The Elizabethan”.
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Photo: Clive Brown

DPS REPORT

continued...

An ordinary run south? No!! Booked for
95mph operation with 455 tonnes, the
train was actually 9 coaches only and so
around 300 tonnes. We were 9 minutes
late by Dunbar having been looped at
Drem to allow the late running 17.30
Edinburgh to Kings’ Cross to pass. Arrival
in Newcastle was 5 minutes early despite a
short stop outside the station.

We have enjoyed all the Barrow Hill events
during 2013 from “Southern Saturday” in
March all the way through to “Barrow Hill
Live!” in September. The DPS Depot has
been open and we hope we have added
to the visitor attractions of Barrow Hill
Roundhouse.
Our other serviceable Deltic 55019 has
had an interesting year and started with
a visit to Swanage in May. Sadly, we heard
just before the visit of the tragic deaths
of three soldiers and serious injuries to
others in Afghanistan including two Royal
Highland Fusiliers from 2nd Battalion, The
Royal Regiment of Scotland. We bought
a wreath for 55019 Royal Highland Fusilier
and the loco carried it up to the end of
the Swanage Diesel Gala.

We were right time off Newcastle
(19.45) and right time off Darlington
(20.25). Uneventful? Hello – now what is
happening – York in 32 minutes (6 minutes
early). On time departure from York at
21.05 and then the following:
Doncaster 21,28 (7 early), not looped
at Claypole as the following East Coast
service was 10 minutes late and so
Grantham 22.00 (21 early), Peterborough
22.26 (22 early), Stevenage 23.02 (35 early)
and finally London Kings’ Cross 23.24
(45 early). Yes you read it correctly – 45
minutes early. We beat the East Coast
service booked out 10 minutes behind
us from York, all the way to Kings’ Cross.
Exhilarating, astonishing, superb were
comments that did not do the run justice
and those comments came from people
within the railway industry.

55019 moved on to Didcot from Swanage.
Didcot is a wonderful steam depot with
the site full of interesting exhibits, mostly
related to the Great Western Railway.
They had not had a diesel event before
and decided to dip their toe in the water
by intercepting the return convoy from
Swanage and diverting it into their private
siding. Joking aside it made the operation
very cost-effective for them as they were
able to share movement costs with the
other event at Swanage.

So, D9009 was back at the blocks at Kings’
Cross in 2 hours and 19 minutes from York
with a stop at Peterborough of 4 minutes.
A total time for Edinburgh to Kings’ Cross
of 5 hours and 46 minutes. Deduct the
9 minutes late at Dunbar and the waiting
times at Newcastle,York and Peterborough
and time is under 5 hours 30 minutes.

The Great Western Society people at
Didcot are a great group and looked after
us really well. The week of the Gala saw
the tragic death of Drummer Lee Rigby in
Woolwich and 55019 fittingly was given a
name board to commemorate Lee Rigby,
along with Union Jacks. An appropriate
gesture by the Great Western Society, and
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55019 at Didcot Railway
Centre on 26th May.
Photo: Colin Lee

much appreciated by all who attended the
event.

the loco being at Neville Hill for minor
works, the organisers asked for 55019
to substitute. 55019 had been already
cleaned in readiness for “Barrow Hill Live!”
in late September and looked immaculate
and was a credit to the DPS and all the
volunteers who had worked on the loco
internally and externally. 15,000 people
attended the event over the weekend of
7th and 8th September in a new siding laid
next to Grantham station. The weather
was good and there have been some
superb shots on Twitter, Facebook and the
DPS website.

The running line at Didcot is only very
short but runs parallel to the Didcot
avoiding line with Cross Country Voyagers,
numerous freights including Southampton
container traffic and London to Oxford
express services passing. Just about each
one gave a blast of the horn on seeing
55019 running and a number of Cross
Country train managers have since said
to me that they saw “our” loco at Didcot.
One even produced a 55007 key fob he
had bought at Swanage from our sales
stand. They are everywhere these closet
Deltic fans!

Prior to the move to Grantham 55019 had
a transit move exam at Barrow Hill which
raised some issues which will need to be
worked on over the winter but which did
not prevent its appearance at Grantham.
The loco was towed to York by DCR and
then York to Grantham in a convoy with
Mallard hauled by 56311. What a strange
sight but wonderful nevertheless. An
A4 and Deltic in the same train through
Doncaster!

Then attention turned to an event
to celebrate Mallard 75 – the 75th
anniversary of Mallard’s record breaking
run peaking at the world record speed
of 126mph south of Grantham. Deltic
55002 from the National Collection
was supposed to attend but due to
some doubt about availability due to
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DPS REPORT

continued...

Regularly visitors to the DPS Depot will
have seen the cab of Deltic 55021 Argyll
& Sutherland Highlander sat on a Lowmac.
The DPS AGM in March decided to part
with this cab to a collector and it has now
found a new home in South Wales.

We have acquired the rights to sell the
300 limited edition signed prints of “Deltic
at Durham” by John Austin GRA. The
prints are available from DPS Sales either
framed or unframed. They show 55009
in BR blue with white cab surrounds at
Durham in 1979, heading south on the
09.50 Edinburgh-Plymouth train. It is a
magnificent painting of a Deltic and the
loco appears to be perfect in every detail.
For more information get in touch via
the website www.thedps.co.uk or call
Samantha on 01302 888100.

So after all the excitement – what else
has been going on? The DPS is now on
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
DelticPS. We have a new website at
www.thedps.co.uk which is very good and
contains a lot of historic information about
Deltics as well as giving all the topical up
to the minute information.

Let us hope 2014 is as exciting as 2013 has
been both at Barrow Hill and at The Deltic
Preservation Society Limited.

News is posted almost every day on
our Twitter account https://twitter.com/
DelticPS and Alex Williams also updates
his Twitter account on DPS Engineering
matters as well: https://twitter.com/
SuttonOak8g - never has there been so
much information available about what is
going on within the DPS.

Peter Kennan
Company Secretary,The Deltic Preservation
Society Limited
55019 between duties at Swanage
diesel gala in May.
Photo: Darrell Marsh
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View
from the
‘box . . .
Right: 56006 sits
in the sidings with
the soon to be
demolished chimneys
towering above.
Below Left: A view of
the commercial area.
Below Right: Not
from the box but an
interesting shot of
side panels from a
Class 20 belonging
to a certain main
line freight operator
- unscramble the
letters for the
answer!
Photos: Phil Hodgkiss
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volunteers report
It seems to get harder to cast one’s mind
back to remember what we have done
since the last Newsletter; I think it’s my
age! However, thanks to Martyn Brailsford
I have a reference to prompt me as he
sends out emails to our regular volunteers
about work that needs doing or finishing
off before the weekends. Thanks Martyn please keep up the good work :)

third roads. Work like this has to be well
planned as we no longer have our own
lifting equipment and a road-railer and
driver have to be hired in over a weekend.
When all the preparatory work had been
completed, the machine was brought
in and over a Saturday and Sunday we
extended both roads to their maximum
length. We also moved all the bars of rail
from our last big job, the re-railing of the
coaling stage road, over to the brick yard
side of the yard, to be cut up for scrap
in the future. Finally, we moved a signal
post as there was more room for it now
that the compound has more rails. Whilst
the machine was here we also managed
to lift the “cattle grid” from the Gun
Club crossing to clear the silt out of the
drain. As you may recall from previous
Newsletters, the “cattle grid” was put in
place over the sloping road from the Gun
Club car park to catch the water that runs
down and floods our formation.

As anyone who has visited the site lately
will have seen, the signal box looks
wonderful painted in its Midland Railway
colours. It is a real credit to our site and
brightens up the top of the yard no end.
Well done Eddie and team.
Inside the Roundhouse significant progress
has been made on our wagons. The
wagon that is destined for the Staveley
roundabout has been finished and sign
written with a “Barrow Hill Roundhouse”
shaded script. It will look really nice when
it is finally put in place and will be a great
advert for us. Now work is progressing
on the first Clay Cross wagon. This is
being done up to form a private wagon
train along with the Staveley Pipe wagon
that was finished a couple of years ago.
The consensus of opinion is that we will
not put a floor in this wagon so it does
not retain water in and around the floor
boards and let the frame breath. It will
also discourage us from using the space for
storage and then forgetting about it as we
found with the Staveley wagon! But things
may change before it is finished.

Some of our volunteers have been giving
the coaching stock the once over and
fixing loose tables, sticking doors and leaky
roofs. Most of the jobs have been sorted
but the leaky roof may need a more
specialist repair – we shall have to see.
Whilst talking of volunteers, we must
not forget our Shop team – Elaine, Tony
and Anne – and our Café team - Bill and
Ellen, helped by Ellie – who are here
every weekend, come rain or shine. Then
there is the growing number of mid-week
volunteers, headed by the legendary Dave
Darwin, who help Dale on various days.

We spent several weekends preparing the
compound where the Brighton Belle is
stored ready to extend the second and
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The Archive team has been making great
strides towards our Accreditation. We
have people working on the computer
database, photographing the collection
and cataloguing all the artefacts in our
possession and now, after attending a
special training course, indelibly marking
the collection to identify each item with its
museum number. This has been and still is
a mammoth task as everything has to be in
order when we are assessed. We also have
to have all the paper work ready in the
format that they require.

the donor or the ownership of the object
can be proven if it is offered to another
museum.

There has been for quite a while an official
form to be filled in if anyone donates
anything at all, as it is very important
to us and the Accreditation people that
everything can be traced back. This means
that, if an a particular object is not suitable
for a museum, it can be offered back to

As you can see from this report there are
always things going on even though the
casual visitor may not see them.

The criteria for our collection are:
•
•
•

the object was used at Barrow Hill;
is of a type that was used at Barrow
Hill; or
is relevant to the local area.

So as you see the collection must have
some relevance to what we are about.

Don Cambridge, Volunteer Co-ordinator

An unusual shot of Mallard that you won’t find
anywhere else as Mervyn had the loco pulled up
the yard specially so that he could take the shot.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock
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money matters
with a much better working environment,
and safeguard a very important source of
income for Barrow Hill.

I am pleased to report that we
end the year as we began it, on a
satisfactory financial footing as
a result of a healthy mixture of
commercial income and profitable
public events.

Other recent expenditure has included
some legal and professional fees, namely
almost £2,000 on legal costs concerning
our lease with Chesterfield Borough
Council and a smaller amount to our
reporting accountants regarding their
work on Barrow Hill Engine Shed Society
Limited’s accounts for the year ending
31st December 2012, which have been
submitted to both Companies House and
the Charity Commission. Members will
find a copy of these accounts enclosed
with this Newsletter. I will be explaining
them in full detail at the Annual General
Meeting on 2nd March.

Thank you to all who have contributed in
any way to this success and long may it
continue!

Plans, Expenditure and
Accounts
We recently had a very constructive
Committee meeting at which we discussed
proposed projects and likely demands on
our funds over the next few years and
approved spending on several key projects,
the most notable and exciting of which is
the plan to build a new kitchen, eating area
and shop, thereby freeing up some existing
space for developing our museum and
archive activities. This is a major project
which would be hugely dependent on grant
funding, and our intention is to apply for
financial assistance, particularly from the
Heritage Lottery Fund. Such an application
is a long winded, time-consuming process
requiring professional help and there is
no guarantee of success, but as they say:
“nothing ventured, nothing gained”!

Income & Events
The major event since our last publication
was obviously the unmissable “Barrow
Hill Live!” in late September, a superb
weekend, described by our mystery
shopper (Howard Turner, member number
193) as “Glorious steam, heritage diesels
and electrics, model railways and much,
much more – yet another Barrow Hill
spectacular!” Besides being a hugely
enjoyable gala, it was also a financial
success with visitor numbers exceeding
budget, probably due in large part to the
“Mallard effect” which was highlighted by
free publicity (the best kind) on BBC TV’s
“Look North” and BBC Radio Sheffield.

Back in the present, the major expenditure
by the Society in recent months has been
the £17,000 spent on a new partition
wall to properly divide the commercial
(“new”) sheds, with additional spending
on the associated electrical work. This is
something we have been planning to do
for some time. It will provide our tenants

We received some generous sponsorship
from Hornby and Bachmann for which we
were extremely grateful. Pleasingly, ticket
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sales for the East Midlands Trains shuttle
service from Chesterfield to Roundhouse
Halt and return covered the cost of
providing the service. All in all it was a very
successful weekend and we are looking to
hold a similar event next year.

Mervyn is having a very good year as he
has also acquired a new stream of regular
commercial income for us in the form of
access charges from the freight operator,
GBRf, which is now visiting the site with
a Class 66 diesel three times a week to
refuel it from a road tanker.

Our next event is the “East Coast Giants”
gala over the weekend of 8th and 9th
February when the stars of the show
will be three A4 steam locomotives and
the resident Deltics from the Deltic
Preservation Society. Amongst the visiting
A4s will be 60008 Dwight D. Eisenhower and
60010 Dominion of Canada, temporarily
repatriated to this country by the National
Railway Museum from their museum
homes in the USA and Canada respectively.

The locomotive works a train from Peak
Forest to Brentford, via Barrow Hill Sidings
(Editor’s Note: for those of you who may
have missed it, an informative article about
this train working from the pen of Dave
Darwin appeared in the last Newsletter.)

Shop!
The popular Barrow Hill maroon pen is
available again in the shop at the bargain
price of £2.95 but hurry if you would like
one as we only have 300!

This is a notable coup for Barrow Hill, as
it will be their only appearance at a public
event on non-National Railway Museum
property. When waxing lyrically in the
Newsletter some years ago about the
stunning line up of locomotives at one of
our early LNER galas, I wrote that the only
thing Mervyn could do to surpass it was
to bring in these two locomotives from
North America. I was of course joking, but
he has now remarkably achieved this task.
Full credit goes to both Mervyn for getting
them to Barrow Hill and the National
Railway Museum for getting them to these
shores in the first place.

Looking forward to 2014, we have some
very attractive LNER Garter Blue t-shirts,
perfect for our February gala at only
£12 each, and we are also selling 2014
calendars from Platform 5 Publishing
(Steam or Modern Traction, £8.50 each) –
very handy for noting down Barrow Hill
event dates so that you don’t miss any!
I hope to see you at a Barrow Hill event in
2014.
Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year,

See them at Barrow Hill while you can, the
air fares to see them in North America
are prohibitive (Heathrow to Green Bay,
Wisconsin: cheapest return fare is £546.65
and Heathrow to Montreal return fare is
£543.73!)

Nigel Atkinson, ACMA, CGMA
Treasurer
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MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT
At the time of writing we have 400
members, this being made up of

With my track work hat on, we did indeed,
as promised in the last Newsletter, extend
roads two and three in the compound by
40 feet each. A few pieces of maintenance
have taken place with point lever switch
boxes not working correctly and some
boarding has been replaced. The Intertrain
trainees have been doing the spot timber
replacements on the point work that was
mentioned last time, so there are no track
work issues currently outstanding.

122 Adult
126 Concession
20 Family
2 Junior
130 Life
Out of the above total, 110 of you will be
receiving your renewal notice with this
magazine, the renewals being due on the
31st December 2013.

We are currently compiling a list of jobs to
do next year, including a number of track
work enhancement jobs but I think we will
wait until it warms up a bit before starting
them!

Please note this is the only renewal notice
you will receive; due to increased postage
costs I will no longer be sending out
second reminder letters.

Martyn Brailsford, Membership Secretary

Class WD 2-8-0 90085 at Barrow Hill in 1964.
Photo: Howard Turner
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Who needs trains to play with
when you have steam road rollers
and a large expanse of gravel.
Photo: Dave Darwin

Vulcan prepares for
passenger service at the
open days in October.
Photo: Dave Darwin
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other items
around 6.30pm and within a few days of
this particular sighting an adult with just a
single chick once again visited the Rampart
feeding area.

Nature Watch
As we reach the end of the year, it is time
to catch up with some of the smaller
feathered and furred inhabitants of the
Roundhouse site…

On 11th July Shaun of HNRC reported
a Bees nest situated towards the right
rear corner of Intertrain’s training school.
Swarms of bees were seen entering
and exiting constantly through a hole
approximately 35mm in diameter.

June was a very busy month! We start
with a report from Dale on 17th June
when the shed owl was noted inside the
Roundhouse, departing via one of the roof
vents at around 9.00pm. On the 21st a
Sparrowhawk was spotted perched on
the picnic area fence for more than five
minutes. Later the same day, at around
1.00pm, a young Buzzard was seen above
the Gun Club crossing getting some
hover training in. It was being constantly
attacked by a smaller bird and the Buzzard
did try raising the stakes by flying higher
but this did not help.

Jumping forward now to mid-August
and the young Little Owl chicks were
growing quickly, both being seen within the
Roundhouse roof above diesel loco 37057.
A moth was found in the nose end of
Class 20 20168. It was approximately
40mm in size, tree bark coloured with a
red insert below its wings (this is only seen
when the moth opens its wings). According
to my reference books it is known as the
Red Underwing.

Andy Rhodes from HNRC spotted a fox
wandering past the depot on the 17th,
heading towards the storage roads.
On the 19th at 2.00pm a pair of Buzzards
were spotted soaring in circles over both
the HNRC and Rampart sheds, both birds
being hassled by a very aggressive Crow.
The same day a Little Owl chick was
heard screeching above the Roundhouse
workshop door. Two days later and the
adult Little Owl was seen sitting on the
coal stage fence.

On 19th August Dale reported seeing a
Woodpecker drumming on one of the
telegraph posts adjacent to the Gun
Club crossing. Further investigation by
myself found two birds sitting on the pole,
eventually departing over to the houses on
the opposite side of the crossing when the
local Kestrel decided to seek resting time
upon the same post! The Woodpeckers
turned out to be Lesser Spotted.

1st July provided the staff of Rampart with
a very nice view of a Red Leg Partridge
and six young wandering down the path
next to their mess coach and feeding on
seed provided by the lads themselves.
Later in the same week, possibly the same
bird and young were spotted wandering
up the car park towards HNRC shed at

On Wednesday 18th September several
members of HNRC staff watched one
of this year’s home-reared Buzzards (as
reported in the last Newsletter) soaring
just above the depot at 10.00am. The bird
was close enough to be able to distinguish
the underside colouring and markings of
this beautiful large bird of prey.
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The site has become much quieter over
the last couple of months with not much
to report. However, several skeins of
Geese have been seen making the trek
inland with numbers reaching 80 plus
on more than one occasion and in this
amount of numbers the sound of the
leading geese can be heard for several
minutes after they disappear.

Geocaching event called NCGO FALL
FLING (which stands North Carolina
Geocaching Organisation). Here 20 people
“discovered” it, ie people registered seeing
it on the website but did not move it to a
new position. However, all these people
now know about Barrow Hill.
To date the Travel Bug has been seen by
more than 300 people since it set off from
Barrow Hill. Its last stop was number
245 and it has spent much of the time
wandering around the East coast of the
USA.

Phil Hodgkiss

BH Travel Bug Update

The person/people who have it at the
moment are registered as “mnloon” and
they have given permission to publish their
photo in this Newsletter. This is what they
put in the registration of the Bug: “In the
hands of mnloon: Delighted to retrieve this
travel bug since we have family a bit south
of the east midlands in England. We in the
US do wish we had a rail system like that
in England. Cheers!”
Sprawk
“Mnloon”, the latest ‘discoverers’
of the BH Travel Bug.

As you will recall from previous
Newsletters, at the beginning of 2012
I sent a Geocaching Travel Bug on its
travels under the name of “BH Travel
Bug”. Anyone finding it or picking it up
to transfer it to somewhere else has to
register it on the Geocaching website
and there can see where the bug started
off and what Barrow Hill is all about with
photos of our shed and galas.
As at 17th November 2013, our Travel
Bug had covered 21,780.3 miles and was
last picked up on 28th September near
Charlotte, North Carolina at a large
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other items

continued...
In an ironic twist of fate earlier this year,
during the servicing of the VSOE at Barrow
Hill, Dave Darwin noticed that a most
appropriately named carriage was in an
ideal position right next to the chimneys.

Notice of Annual
General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Barrow
Hill Engine Society Limited will take place
on Sunday 2nd March 2014 at 12.30pm at
Barrow Hill Roundhouse.

Appropriately named you may ask? Yes,
because the company that owned the
brickyard for many years was known as
Phoenix. I suppose it begs the question:
what Phoenix will arise from the smoke
and ashes of the demolished chimneys?
For now we must wait and see . . .

And Finally . . .
As noted at the beginning of this
edition of the Newsletter, an era
will soon come to an end with the
imminent demolition of the iconic
brickyard chimneys.
Photo: Dave Darwin
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A Sneak preview of what is to come in February 2014! . . .

HISTORICAL CORNER
Due to work commitments we
are unable to bring you a Historical
Corner in this edition of the
Newsletter. However,Vignoles
will be back soon with another
fascinating article, this time about the
Springwell Colliery, the branch line
of which we still use to this day of
course.
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Peter Anthony Crawley
(1951-2013)

He was a keen photographer and
regularly gave railway slide shows locally.
His camera work was occasionally
published in the national railway
magazines and he often won LMS club
photographic competitions.

PC or Pete was born in
Kingston-upon-Hull in 1951 but
spent his early years living in
the London area before moving,
along with his parents, to the
Chesterfield area in the early
1960s.

One of the very earliest supporters of
Barrow Hill (membership number 16), it
is thanks to Pete that we have a number
of special relics in our care. These
include the LMS bench we sometimes
sit on for our meals in the cafe and
the block instruments in our signal
box. Our annual slide show with PSOV
was arranged by Pete and he regularly
presented slide shows himself at Barrow
Hill. Pete also supported all our open
days, especially the Rail Ale Festivals!

Once in Chesterfield he briefly joined
Chesterfield Railway Society before
moving on to join the Little Midland
Society (LMS) in the late 1960s.
At the LMS he was soon elevated to
the post of Secretary, a position he
held for the rest of his life. During that
time he organised hundreds of trips to
railways far and wide, took on the role of
curator of the LMS’ collection of railway
memorabilia and generally ran the LMS
for 44 years.

As you can tell, railways made up a large
part of Pete life, but professionally he
worked his entire career for the Post
Office in the AGD (at Chetwynd House
and latterly Rowland Hill House).
Barrow Hill was represented at his
funeral, which was extremely well
attended, a testament to his popularity.

Pete’s interest in the railway scene
covered all aspects but he had a
particular liking for steam, and he kept
a record of all steam that has been ‘past
the Crooked Spire’ since the end of
steam in 1968, a very comprehensive
work, which I believe his brother-in-law
is going to continue compiling. His first
railway love was the Great Western
Railway, and he was regularly in light
hearted banter about the GWR versus
the LMS or LNER with the rest of the
membership of the LMS.

He will be a hard act to follow and will
be greatly missed.
Our thoughts go to his widow, Sandy.
Martyn Brailsford
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These are some of the last shots that Mervyn received from Peter Crawley. Peter always provided plenty of
detail with his photos and these shots were no exception. In Peter’s words: “DRS 37261 towing DRS 57003
forming the 09:54 Barrow Hill L.I.P. to Crewe Gresty Bridge Depot DRS. The 37 crossing over from the Up
Erewash Line to the Up Derby Line at Clay Cross North Junction (photographed with a big lens from The
Bridge Street Bridge at Tupton) AND also a closer view of the pair. The 37 was making a fine noise!!!”

Top: Vulcan, in steam for the first time in nearly 50 years, does a
fine job hauling the brake van rides at “Barrow Hill Live!”
Bottom: Mixing it with the big engines - Peckett 2000 on the
passenger trains at “Barrow Hill Live!” Photos: Fred Kerr

